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APPENDIX SA: RESULTS EXCLUDING VIOLATIONS OF WEAK MONOTONICITY

WEAK MONOTONICITY was violated by two subjects in part 1 of the control treatment,
three subjects in part 1 of the TP treatment, and two subjects in part 2 of the TP treat-
ment. Hence, excluding the indexes when weak monotonicity is violated results in drop-
ping seven observations. Tables SA.I and SA.II are equivalent to Tables III and IV of the
paper when these seven observations are dropped. Unlike in Table III, part 2 * control
treatment (capturing learning effects in the control treatment) is not significant anymore
in Model 1 but it is still marginally significant in Model 2.

APPENDIX SB: IMPACT OF TP ON INDEX B

We tested whether TP would make index b more or less extreme by running the same
regressions as described in the main text on the absolute value of b. TP did not have any
impact on the magnitude of b (Table SB.I).

APPENDIX SC: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF THE MATCHING PROBABILITIES

See Table SC.I and Figures SC.1, SC.2 and SC.3.

APPENDIX SD: TIME PRESSURE AND CONSISTENCY IN PART 1

Comparing the distribution of response errors (difference between the initial and re-
peated elicitations) between the TP treatment and the control group, we found differ-
ences neither for m2 nor for m12 (according to Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests of equal distri-
butions, tests of standard deviations, and t-tests of means) (Figures SD.1 and SD.2).
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TABLE SA.I

AMBIGUITY AVERSION INDEXES ba

Model 1 Model 2

Intercept −0�08∗ 0.03
(0.03) (0.06)

Part 1 * TP treatment −0�03 −0�04
(0.05) (0.05)

Part 2 * control treatment −0�04 −0�04†

(0.03) (0.03)
Part 2 * TP treatment 0.00 −0�02

(0.05) (0.05)
Male −0�08†

(0.04)
Dutch −0�08

(0.05)
Age − 20 0.02

(0.01)

Chi2 4.08 14.68∗

N 191 191

a †p< 0�1, *p< 0�05, **p< 0�01, ***p< 0�001. Point estimates are followed by standard errors between brackets. The impact of
TP is in bold. The variable age has been recoded as age − 20 so that the intercept corresponds to the b index of a 20-year-old subject
(median age).

APPENDIX SE: INSTRUCTIONS OF THE EXPERIMENT

The instructions of the experiment consisted of three parts: (1) (practical) instructions
read aloud after the subjects had entered the room; (2) instructions about the choices

TABLE SA.II

A-INSENSITIVITY INDEXES aa

Model 1 Model 2

Intercept 0.10† 0.17
(0.06) (0.11)

Part 1 * TP treatment 0.19* 0.18*

(0.08) (0.08)
Part 2 * control treatment 0.07 0.06

(0.05) (0.05)
Part 2 * TP treatment 0.03 0.02

(0.08) (0.09)
Male −0�04

(0.08)
Dutch −0�07

(0.09)
Age − 20 0.01

(0.02)

Chi2 14.56∗∗ 16.82∗

N 191 191

a †p< 0�1, *p< 0�05, **p< 0�01, *** p< 0�001. Point estimates are followed by standard errors between brackets. The impact of
TP is in bold. The variable age has been recoded as age − 20 so that the intercept corresponds to the a index of a 20-year-old subject
(median age).
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TABLE SB.I

ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE AMBIGUITY AVERSION INDEXES ba

Model 1 Model 2

Intercept 0.18∗∗∗ 0.15∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.04)
Part 1 * TP treatment 0.01 0.01

(0.03) (0.03)
Part 2 * control treatment 0.02 0.02

(0.02) (0.02)
Part 2 * TP treatment 0.02 0.02

(0.03) (0.03)
Male 0.02

(0.03)
Dutch 0.02

(0.03)
Age − 20 0.00

(0.01)

Chi2 0.94 1.55
N 198 198

a †p< 0�1, *p< 0�05, **p< 0�01, ***p< 0�001. Point estimates are followed by standard errors between brackets. The impact of
TP is in bold. The variable age has been recoded as age − 20 so that the intercept corresponds to the b index of a 20-year-old subject
(median age).

in the experiment displayed on the screen, followed by sample questions; (3) payment
instructions after the sample questions. Details follow.

SE1. Instructions read aloud after the subjects had entered
Welcome and thank you for participating in this experiment.
It is forbidden to use cell phones. Turn them off and put them in your bags.
Do not talk before the payment procedure at the end of the experiment.
Stay on the experimental page and don’t do anything else on the computer.
We’ll give you €5 show up money, but you may win €20 more according to the choices

that you make during the experiment.
We’ll give you tickets with ID’s. Type them in to start. Keep your tickets so as to be paid

later on.
Do not start until you’re told to do so.
SE2. Instructions about the choices displayed on the screen
Welcome!
Thank you for taking part in our experiment.
This experiment comprises three sections. At the end of the first section you will be

notified that you have completed the first section and the program will automatically pro-
ceed to the second section. There will be a two-minute break before the start of the second
section, but you are requested to remain seated during the break. There will be a similar
break between the second and the third section. Each section will consist of 8 questions
which will require you to state your preference between bets on given probabilities and
bets on the stock index.

In each question you will be presented with two options of the following type:
Option 1 (AEX option): You win €20 if the AEX (Amsterdam stock exchange index)

either decreases by less than 0.3% or increases by less than 0.2% today between the be-
ginning and the end of the experiment, and you win nothing otherwise.
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FIGURE SC.1.—Comparing matching probabilities between parts. Note: The events differ between parts
but largely overlap. The matching probabilities are likely to be correlated but may differ.
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TABLE SC.I

STATISTICS OF THE MATCHING PROBABILITIES (MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION, STANDARD ERROR OF THE
MEAN, MEDIAN, INTERQUARTILE RANGE, AND NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS)

m1 m2 m3 m23 m13 m12 ms mc

Part 1
Control mean 0�39 0�38 0�41 0�69 0�69 0�65 0�39 0�67

std 0�16 0�17 0�17 0�15 0�19 0�19 0�13 0�13
ste 0�03 0�03 0�03 0�02 0�03 0�03 0�02 0�02
median 0�38 0�38 0�38 0�70 0�73 0�63 0�39 0�71
iqr 0�20 0�15 0�15 0�20 0�30 0�25 0�10 0�21
N 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42

TP mean 0�42 0�46 0�42 0�67 0�66 0�64 0�43 0�65
std 0�16 0�16 0�17 0�18 0�22 0�18 0�13 0�15
ste 0�02 0�02 0�02 0�02 0�03 0�02 0�02 0�02
median 0�43 0�43 0�43 0�68 0�73 0�68 0�43 0�68
iqr 0�20 0�15 0�20 0�15 0�25 0�25 0�15 0�21
N 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57

Part 2
Control mean 0�47 0�38 0�40 0�68 0�68 0�72 0�42 0�69

std 0�16 0�15 0�20 0�16 0�18 0�18 0�14 0�14
ste 0�02 0�02 0�03 0�02 0�03 0�03 0�02 0�02
median 0�43 0�38 0�40 0�73 0�70 0�73 0�40 0�72
iqr 0�15 0�20 0�20 0�30 0�30 0�30 0�15 0�19
N 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42

TP mean 0�43 0�40 0�35 0�63 0�65 0�73 0�39 0�67
std 0�18 0�18 0�16 0�19 0�23 0�18 0�12 0�16
ste 0�02 0�02 0�02 0�02 0�03 0�02 0�02 0�02
median 0�43 0�43 0�38 0�68 0�63 0�78 0�39 0�69
iqr 0�20 0�20 0�15 0�20 0�35 0�25 0�13 0�20
N 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57

FIGURE SC.2.—ms and mc compared between part 1 and part 2.
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FIGURE SC.3.—ms compared to mc . Note: The intersection of the red lines indicates expected utility. The
lower left quadrant signals ambiguity aversion and the upper right ambiguity seeking. The center of the graph
indicates a-insensitivity.

FIGURE SD.1.—Consistency of m2 for the TP treatment (left) and control (right).
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FIGURE SD.2.—Consistency of m12 for the TP treatment (left) and control (right).

Option 2 (given probability option): You win €20 with p% probability and nothing
otherwise.

In all questions, as in the above example, you will be offered the chance to win €20.
You will be asked to state which one of these two options you prefer for various values

p, from 0 to 100.
Let us illustrate it with the example given above for some values of p:
If p= 100, you will most likely prefer Option 2 because you are then guaranteed to win

€20.
If p = 0, then you will most likely prefer Option 1, as you might win something, as

opposed to Option 2, where there is no chance of you to win at all.
The experiment page will look similar to the figure below.
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As you can see in the figure, on the left you will have a description of Option 1, along
with a simple graph to help you understand the bet better.

On the right hand side Option 2 will be presented with ascending p values. For each
value of p you are asked to state your preference between the AEX option and the given
probability option by clicking on the respective option button.

Note that if you prefer the AEX option when, for instance, the given probability option
offers you 40% chance of winning (that is, p= 40), then when the given probability option
offers an even lower chance of winning, say 25% (p = 25), then you should again choose
the AEX option over the given probability option. Similarly, imagine that you like the
given probability option better than the AEX option when p = 60. Then, when the given
probability option offers an even better chance of winning, say p = 70, then it is expected
that you still prefer the given probability option to the AEX option.

If you do not agree with or understand this principle please call one of the experimenters
now.

Accordingly, you will notice that in the figure above there is only a single switch from
45% to 50%. For every value of p from 0 until 45%, Option 1 is chosen, and for all values
of p from 50% up, Option 2 has been selected. To save you the trouble of clicking on the
option button for each value of p, the program has been designed to work with a single
click.
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You can click on Option 2 for the probability such that, for that probability and all
better (higher) probabilities, you prefer Option 2, and for all worse (lower) probabilities
you prefer Option 1. Similarly, you can also click on Option 1 for the probability such
that, for that probability and all worse (lower) probabilities, you prefer Option 1, and for
all better (higher) probabilities you prefer Option 2.

The computer will then automatically indicate all of your choices.
For example, in the figure above, the subject has only clicked on the option button

for the p value 50%, and then all the option boxes for the other values of p have been
automatically filled out by the program itself.

You can change your choices as many times as you want. However, once you have made
your final decision and clicked on the appropriate option box, you will need to click the
“Submit” button to register your choices and move on to the next question.

You will not be allowed to go back to a question once you have clicked on the “Submit”
button.

When you click “Next”, you will be presented with two sample questions. As you will
notice, the list of values for p (in Option 2) will not be the same for the two questions. The
sample questions allow you to familiarize yourself with the interface of the experiment.

SE3. Payment instructions (after sample questions)
Payment
Once you complete the experiment, one of your choices will be played out for real by

the experimenters.
We will randomly pick one question out of the two sections and one value of p and

check which option you chose in the experiment.
If you preferred the bet on the stock index, then we will check how much the AEX has

changed between the beginning and the end of the experiment, show it to you, and pay
you accordingly. If, on the other hand, you preferred Option 2, then we will play out your
choice with the help of two 10-sided dice (see picture below).

One of these dice has the numbers 0�10�20�30� � � � �90 on its faces, and the other one
0�1�2�3� � � � �9. Therefore, by tossing these two dice and adding their results, we can get
any number from 0 to 99. Probability p% is equivalent to the probability of drawing a
number less than p out of 0�1�2 � � � �99. Thus, if the bet is “You win €20 with 74% proba-
bility and nothing otherwise,” then if the sum of the two dice is strictly less than the value
of 74 you will win the bet.

We will present two examples, based on the following figure, to help you understand
the payment scheme better.
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EXAMPLE 1: Imagine that, at the end of the experiment, the question above is played
for real money for p = 10%. The figure indicates that, for p= 10%, Option 1 is preferred.
You would therefore win €20 if the AEX either decreases by less than 0.3% or increases
by less than 0.2% between the beginning and the end of the experiment and nothing
otherwise.

Let us assume that at the end of the experiment we found out that between the begin-
ning and the end of the experiment the AEX has decreased by 0.1%.

What would be the payment? Please select an answer.
◦ I don’t win anything.
◦ I win 20 euros.
◦ I don’t know.

EXAMPLE 2: Imagine that, at the end of the experiment, the question above is played
for real money for p = 60%. The figure indicates that, for p= 60%, Option 2 is preferred.

We toss our 10-sided dice, and the outcome is as follows: 20 and 2.
What would be the payment? Please select an answer.

◦ I don’t win anything.
◦ I win 20 euros.
◦ I don’t know.

At any time, feel free to call an experimenter if you have any questions.
Click on the button to start the experiment
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